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Afro-Cuban, salsa-rock that's a unique blend of traditional Latin rhythms with a rock edge and provocative

lyrics. 10 MP3 Songs in this album (57:08) ! Related styles: LATIN: Afro-Cuban, LATIN: New York Salsa

People who are interested in Los Van Van should consider this download. Details: Founded in New York

City in 2005, PORNOSON is led by Cuban composer, bassist and lead vocalist Danny Rojo. Eddie

Venegas joins on violin and trombone. Luisito Quintero backs on drums/percussion, with Larry Flint on

percussion. Rounding out the band is Batanga on tres and electric guitars. PORNOSON began spreading

its unique blend of AfroCuban rhythms, blazing guitar, electric strings, thumping bass and controversial

lyrics in New York hotspots like Washington Heights' In Vino Veritas, Greenwich Village's Matador and

the Lower East Side's Oliva, as well as taking part in the HavanaRumba concert series at various spots

around the City. No one is really quite sure who christened PORNOSON. The debate continues to rage

between the former band members Aaron Halba and Ariam Vazquez. But everyone in the band agrees

that Pornoson started out as a typical Latin band playing traditional Cuban salsa music, also known as

SON, in various New York and New Jersey venues. But as the mojitos and Cuba Libres flowed and the

crowds got to their feet to dance, band leader Danny Rojo started changing the lyrics to these

long-established tunes. The songs started taking a much sexier turn, with lyrics that raised eyebrows and

drew cheers from the crowds. As fans found the new, "sexed-up" versions of the traditional Cuban SON

far more entertaining, Rojo started to compose new songs -- songs about partying, rock and roll, and

plenty of explicit, steamy sex. And, thus, PORNOSON was born. The sexual lyrics of PORNOSON have

inspired as many haters as lovers, but even the haters agree that the music is fierce and unstoppable,

and impossible NOT to groove to. And the more the lyrics stir up controversy, the more the fans clamor

for more. PORNOSON's music comes with a parental advisory and the songs are definitely not for kids.

PORNOSON's music speaks to all the true lovers of the world. The songs are about sex, love, music,

partying, drinking and celebrating life. Sex is the ultimate expression of the joy of life, and no one

expresses that joy better than PORNOSON. Searches:DANNY ROJO y PORNOSON
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